Abstract-In order to study impact of wiring impedances PEEC simulation method has proved to be reliable, fast, and applicable to a wide range of practical problems. However, up till now, this method is inapplicable when a piece of magnetic material is located close to one of the studied wire.
INTRODUCTION
As soon as voltage droop along wires is not negligible regarding voltages normally handled by the circuit, controlling electrical behavior of wires becomes a key point to reach reliable working of the circuit. In power switching electronics this is of major concern because currents flowing in wires are high and, due to high switching speed, they includes high frequency content. As a result, wire impedances lead to high voltage drops that originate losses or, even, prevent proper working of converters.
Forecasting the whole behavior of an electronic circuit before building it is a topical challenge for most of engineers. To reach this goal, circuit simulation software is now so flexible and powerful that the main limitation of accuracy is the availability of adequate models for each component. During the last two decades, decisive progresses have been made in representing every kind of active and passive components. Among the last ones, special attention has been paid to wiring.
In power electronics wire length is often far shorter than involved wavelength, even for highest harmonics of working frequencies. As a result, wiring is efficiently split in two: inductive wiring and stray capacitances. These two parts intervene in parallel so, on the low frequency side, inductive wiring dominates. According to this, inductive wiring can be studied separately and, from low to medium frequency, it brings the major contribution to wiring influence. In practice, inductive wiring has two major impacts. First, it induces series voltages that can prevent proper working of the circuit, second, due to eddy currents, series power losses are sometime dramatically increased ( fig. 1 ). These two phenomena caused a large number of industrial studies ( fig. 2) To study the contribution of inductive wiring, every wire or piece of wire of the circuit is considered as a weak inductance that is coupled with every other one. Of course, real wires are also resistive. To summarize, one can says that inductive wiring is fully described by an inductance matrix which accounts for losses.
Three methods allow the matrix impedance to be evaluated: analytical calculation, FEM simulation and PEEC computation. First one is unusable when system becomes complicated ( fig.  2 ), but the two others are efficient. They both allow various electrical and mechanical parameters to be evaluated. As soon as an optimization process is to be run to solve an industrial problem [3] , computation time becomes a key point to choose. From this point of view, PEEC method, which doesn't need air to be meshed, is far faster. Unfortunately, up till now, this method was not applicable to devices including magnetic materials. Such a situation is frequent because converters include coils and transformers with magnetic core and, in some applications, influence of iron based enclosure or shielding must be taken into account.
The main purpose of this paper is to present a method that overcomes this limitation.
We first remind basic assumptions on which standard PEEC method relies. Then, we consider an extension to inhomogeneous magnetic materials. In this situation, a new formulation is established to compute vector potential. In the particular case where relative permeability equals 1 except in a volume V where it equals µr, vector potential computation appears to be quite simple and result looks similar to Ampere's equivalent currents. These two formulations are compared and surface currents are justified. We finally deduce the matrix formulation which has been introduced in our software.
To conclude, the new formulation is checked on two simple academic problems that are connected to industrial ones.
II. BASE OF STANDARD PEEC METHOD

A. Physical base of the method.
Let us consider a linear, homogenous and isotropic (lhi) material. If fields are sinusoidal versus time, and if charge density and displacement current are negligible, Maxwell equations are written as follows.
Material behavior is described by the two following equations.
These 6 equations fully describe all the electromagnetic behavior of the considered medium. Potentials are then introduced according to the following equations:
Joining (7), (6) and (1) leads to Poisson's vector equation:
Similarly, joining (9), (4) and (8) leads to Laplace's scalar equation:
Moreover, owing to space Fourier transform, from (10) and (8) it comes [ ]:
With A expressed as (12), relations (1), (3), (6), are automatically satisfied and, with U given by (9), (2) is also satisfied. Now, assuming all time variations are harmonic, we group (5) and (9):
We can now forget all equations but (12), (13) and (4) because, if these three ones are satisfied, equations (1) to (6) are satisfied too.
B. Matrix writting.
PEEC is used when volumes in which currents flow can be divided in elementary thin straits wires. In such a wire, current density is assumed to be parallel to the length of the wire and to be constant in the whole volume of this wire. In such a situation, vector potential is computed by adding the contributions of all these elementary sources.
According to these assumptions, studied problem becomes a linear circuit problem, in which the number of ports equals that of elementary wires. Involved currents I and voltages V are respectively that flowing in and that sustained by each of these wires. These variables are linked by impedance matrix Z. To compute Z elements, one can fix independently all components of I and, then, evaluates V. Equation set (14) is equivalent to (12), (13) and (4).
As soon as impedance matrix Z is known, that describing the real wiring can be deduced because voltages input in the real circuit are sums of calculated voltages while associated currents are sums of calculated currents. These connections in series or in parallel give the impedance matrix describing the real circuit wiring which owns far less ports.
III. EXTENSION TO µPEEC METHOD
A. Extension to an inhomogeneous magnetic media
In a linear isotropic magnetic medium, among local equations (1) to (6), only (6) must be modified: a scalar permeability r µ must be introduced. 
If the medium is homogeneous, ( r µ identical in whole space), this coefficient multiplies the current density of (10) everywhere so it also multiplies (12). To go further, we now restrict our study to cases in which space is divided in homogeneous magnetic regions, each characterized by its own permeability.
B. Piece of magnetic material in air
So let us consider a system in which only a volume V, limited by surface S, of homogenous magnetic material of permeability 1 > r µ which is introduced in surrounding air. In this case, second term of (18) is null everywhere except on S and associated vector potential (19) can be written simply.
To reach this goal we consider permeability decreases from r µ to 1 within a length ε as short as wanted, with its gradient directed as the normal n to the surface S. Integration domain is a thin layer which extends on both sides of S and the elementary volume obtained by multiplying the elementary surface ds by ε. 
C. Why a surface current?
Now, we will show that K is exactly the current which allow linked current to stay enclosed in V without accumulating charges on S.
Flux of current density through every closed surface is null. Let us consider a surface, half drop shaped, stuck on the internal face of S. Current density flux I 1 through this surface σ 1 is expressed in terms of H :
If, besides, currents S J flow on S in a thickness ε, they go through surface σ 2 (Fig. 3) which have a base C and a height ε. They are equivalent to a surface current
Moreover, dl being the elementary length on C, the surface element of S is written as:
Figure 3: Surface currents on a magnetic material.
That leads to a new expression for I 2 :
Having in mind that I 1 + I 2 ;= 0, whatever be curve C, K is expressed as a function of H :
Where equation (22) has been multiplied, at right, by n .
This result is consistent with Ampere's current equivalence but it has been established following a different approach which accounts, from the beginning, for resistivity consequences and which clears up the role of surface currents.
D. Matrix formulation
The previous study shows that the major change to do when magnetic materials are involved consists in introducing surface currents. These currents avoid charge accumulation on S. In this view, we introduce surface elements (Fig 4) . Now in a first step, for each elementary source of field I i , we compute 1 A according to (16). In a second step, for this source of field, surface currents are adjusted so there is no discontinuity of the tangential part of H in any location of S. Surface currents are indexed by j which varies according to their location and they all are proportional to elementary source of field I i . For each value of i there is a set of value
Despite we consider only elementary source of field I i , in (24) T B is the field due to I i and all surface currents due to him. In a more compact formulation, this condition is written as:
Then, all mutual induction between two elementary wires are deduced taking surface currents into account.
Finally, only slight changes are needed to change from standard PEEC to µPEEC and increase in computation cost is low.
IV. APPLICATIONS Curve shown in figure 6 is the modulus of the vertical component of induction. Not only µPEEC results are in good agreement with Fem ones, but also discontinuity of tangential component of B is checked successfully: discontinuity ratio equals µr (10).
V. CONCLUSION An extension of PEEC method, we called µPEEC, is introduced in order to account for linear magnetic materials. This method requires linear and isotropic behavior of all involved magnetic materials but it applies if materials are conductive or not, even if several kinds are close together.
Bases of this approach are carefully established. Main results are consistent with Ampere's currents equivalence but chosen presentation allows wider extension. However, various devices have already been studied successfully.
Known applications of PEEC, including impedance and forces calculations, remain possible with µPEEC and a lot of new ones are waiting to be checked. Among them, calculation of magnetizing and leakage inductances of ferrite core transformers.
